All old Galactic Globular Clusters studied in detail to date host at least two generations of stars, where the second is formed from gas polluted by processed material produced by massive stars of the first. This process can happen if the initial mass of the cluster exceeds a threshold above which ejecta are retained and a second generation is formed. A determination of this mass-threshold is mandatory in order to understand how GCs form. We analyzed 9 RGB stars belonging to the cluster Ruprecht 106. Targets were observed with the UVES@VLT2 spectrograph. Spectra cover a wide range and allowed us to measure abundances for light (O,Na,Mg,Al), α (Si,Ca,Ti) , iron-peak (Sc,V,Cr,Mn,Fe,Co,Ni,Cu,Zn) and neutroncapture (Y,Zr,Ba,La,Ce,Pr,Nd,Sm,Eu,Dy,Pb) elements. Based on these abundances we show that Ruprecht 106 is the first convincing example of a single population GC (i.e. a true simple stellar population), although the sample is relatively small. This result is supported also by an independent photometric test and by the HB morphology and the dynamical state. It is old (∼12 Gyrs) and, at odds with other GCs, has no α-enhancement. The material it formed from was contaminated by both s-and r-process elements. The abundance pattern points toward an extragalactic origin. Its present day mass (M=10 4.83 M ⊙ ) can be assumed as a strong lower limit for the initial mass threshold below which no second generation is formed. Clearly, its initial mass must have been significantly greater but we have no current constraints on the amount of mass loss during its evolution.
Introduction
Recently Globular Clusters (GCs) in the Galaxy were discovered to have chemical inhomogeneities. More specifically, Carretta et al. (2009) showed that all GCs studied up to now have at least a spread (or anticorrelation) in the content of their light-elements O and Na. Indeed, they present a new definition of a GC as a cluster which exhibits such an anticorrelation, with the implication that all globulars, at least those above a certain mass limit, must posses this characteristic. Many other light-elements such as C,N,Mg, and Al also show a spread or a (anti)correlation. The Na-O anticorrelation was found over the entire mass range observed, from NGC 6838 (M=10 4.30 M ⊙ ) up to 47 Tuc (M=10 6.03 M ⊙ ). This spread is probably due to the early evolution of each cluster, when a second generation of stars was born from gas polluted by ejecta of evolved stars of the first generation (the so called multiple-population phenomenon, Kraft 1994; Gratton et al. 2004 Gratton et al. , 2012 Piotto 2009; Piotto et al. 2012) . According to this model, stars of the first (older) generation were born with normal He (Y∼0.25) and a Na/O content similar to the field stars in the Halo, while stars of the second (younger) generation, because of this self-enrichment, are He/Na richer (Y≥0.25, D'Antona & Caloi 2008) and Opoorer with respect to the first generation. Several kinds of polluters have been proposed, including intermediate mass AGB stars (M≃4-8 M ⊙ , Ventura et al. 2001) , fast rotating massive stars (M>20 M ⊙ , Decressin et al. 2007 ) massive binaries stars (M≃20 M ⊙ , de Mink et al. 2009 ) and novae (Maccarone & Zurek 2012) . In some cases also SNeII may have been at work (Marino et al. 2009 ). The first requirement for this process is that the initial mass of the cluster was high enough to retain both some primordial gas and the ejecta. The higher the initial mass, the higher the mass of the gas and ejecta that can be retained, and the more extended the abundance spread that is expected to be observed nowadays (D'Ercole et al. 2008) . Subsequently, all clusters are expected to lose mass due to both internal and external processes.
The nature of the most effective polluter changes with cluster mass, because more massive GCs can retain faster ejecta, including those from a SNe explosion (Valcarce & Catelan 2008) . This is the case for M22 (Marino et al. 2009 ), ω Centauri (Johnson & Pilachowski 2010) , and M54 (Carretta et al. 2010) , where spread in the α-element and iron content were found besides the usual light-element spread, indicating pollution by SNeII.
Lower mass GCs can retain only slow winds, such as those from massive main sequence stars or intermediate mass AGB stars where only lightelement variation is expected (as in the case of the standard globular cluster M4, Marino et al. 2008) .
Below a certain mass threshold no ejecta are retained at all, so single population GCs are expected (Caloi & D'Antona 2011) .
Indeed, searches for light element spreads in much lower mass open clusters have been negative (de Silva et al. 2009) , with the exception of NGC 6791 (Geisler et al. 2012 ) that, however, may not be a genuine member of this category (Carraro et al. 2012) . Carretta et al. (2009) showed that most of the stars currently found in a GC belong to the second generation (∼60÷80%). This is at odds with theory, which says that first generation stars must have been much more numerous than we observe nowadays in order to produce enough ejecta to form the second. This contradiction can be partially explained if we assume that ejecta were collected preferentially in the center of the cluster due to the gravitational potential. Because of this the second generation was formed in the center and was much less affected by Galactic tidal disruption than the first, which lost most of its members (Caloi & D'Antona 2011) .
This scenario holds also for old and intermediateage massive clusters in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC, Mucciarelli et al. 2008 Mucciarelli et al. , 2009 ). The former are generally more massive than the latter and appear to mimic Galactic GCs in having an extended Na/O anticorrelation, while the latter only show some spread in Na, with the possible exception of a single object (see section 5) that is doubtful. For this reason Mucciarelli et al. (2009) reiterated that mass can be the key factor in determining chemical inhomogeneities.
Recently Caloi & D'Antona (2011) suggested the possibility of the existence of two types of single population GCs. The first is represented by clusters initially not massive enough to be able to retain primordial gas and ejecta from evolved stars and form a second generation of stars. The second is represented by massive clusters that retained almost all the first generation and so only a small fraction of the stars would belong to the second generation population. Such clusters would preferentially be those that do not fill their tidal radius. These second are only pseudo-single population clusters, because the second generation of stars is just very small compared to the first generation, but still present. Caloi & D'Antona (2011) presented Palomar 3 as a probable example of the first type because of the small color spread of its horizontal branch (HB), of only ∼0.25 mag in B-V (see their Fig. 2) .
A key question is if there is any relatively massive globular cluster that is composed of only chemically homogeneous stars. Such a cluster should be sought among the less massive globulars in the Galaxy. For this reason we focused our investigation on Ruprecht 106 (M∼10 4.8 M ⊙ , Mandushev et al. 1991) . This cluster was first studied by Buonanno et al. (1990) who suggested an age 4-5 Gyrs younger then the oldest halo GCs and a metallicity of [Fe/H]∼-2.0 based on photometric indicators. Francois et al. (1997) gave [Fe/H]∼-1.6, based on spectroscopic observations. According to the most recent work by Dotter et al. (2011) Ruprecht 106 is a relatively old, metal-poor (11.5 Gyrs, [Fe/H]∼-1.5) GC with a solar scaled α-element content.
We selected this cluster, apart from its low mass, for the small extension of its HB. According to D 'Antona et al. (2002) , the extension of the HB in a GC is proportional to the amount of helium variation due to self-pollution among its stars. He-normal stars are located in the redder part of the HB, while He-rich stars lie in the bluer part, as recently shown by Marino et al. (2011) and Gratton et al. (2011 Gratton et al. ( , 2012 Gratton et al. ( , 2013 . Caloi & D'Antona (2011) suggest that the best candidates for single population GCs are those with both stubby HBs for their metallicity and with M<10 4.8 M ⊙ . Ruprecht 106 fulfills both of these characteristics but was not investigated by them.
So an HB with a small extension may indicate no spread in helium (or light-elements) and the absence of the self-pollution phenomenon. In such a cluster only one generation (the first) should be present. It should also have a homogeneous content of all the other elements (α, iron-peak, s and r). The scenario is complicated by the fact that age and mass-loss are also involved. In fact a young cluster (less then 10 Gyrs) could show no color spread on the HB (that would appear entirely red) but still have a variation in He just because HB stars do not have a low enough mass to be located in the blue part (the younger the age, the higher the mean mass in the HB). On the other hand a differential mass-loss along the HB can generate a spread on the HB even if no He variation is present. Ruprecht 106 is old and metal poor, so it should have a blue HB, or at least some of the HB stars should be located on the blue HB, as in M4 or NGC 6752, two clusters with an extended and well studied Na-O anticorrelation (Marino et al. 2008; Carretta et al . 2007b) . In spite of this, Dotter et al. (2011) show a CMD (see Fig. 1 ) with only a red and slightly extended HB. The color baseline of the HB is ∼0.2 mag, less than Palomar 3, which was proposed by Caloi & D'Antona (2011) as a probable single population cluster. For all these reasons we selected it as a good candidate single population GC. In order to prove if this is true, we analized spectra for a statistically significant sample of RGB stars and measured their chemical composition. If it indeed is a single population cluster we should observe a homogeneous content of all the elements, within the observational errors.
In section 2 we describe data reduction and in section 3 the methodology we used to obtain the chemical abundances. In section 4 we present our results including a comparison with the literature. In section 5 and 6 we discuss Ruprecht 106 as a single population GC, and in section 7 we compare it with different formation environments (Galactic and extragalactic). Finally in section 8 we give a summary of our findings.
Observations and data reduction
Our dataset consists of high resolution spectra collected in 2002 and downloaded from the Advanced Data Products ESO archive 1 . The spectra were obtained with the UVES spectrograph, mounted at the VLT telescope. A total of 10 stars were observed between V=14.4 and V=16.5,from the RGB-bump up to the RGB-tip of the cluster (see Fig. 1 ). All stars were observed with the blue and red arms of the spectrograph, and spectra cover a range of 3700-6800Å. The signal-to-noise (S/N) is between 50 and 70 at 6000Å.
Data were reduced using the dedicated pipeline (see http://www.eso.org/sci/software/pipelines/). Data reduction includes bias subtraction, flat-field correction, wavelength calibration, sky subtraction, and spectral rectification.
Radial velocities were measured by the fxcor package in IRAF, using a synthetic spectrum as a template. One star turned out to have a very different radial velocity, and so was rejected as a non-member. The mean heliocentric value for our member targets is -38.4±0.4 km/s. Da Costa et al. (1992) gives -44±3 km/s. There is a discrepancy between the two results; however, it is not dramatic and due probably to the low resolution of Da Costa et al. (1992) spectra (∆λ=3.2Å). Table 1 lists the basic parameters of the member stars: ID (from Buonanno et al. 1990 ), J2000.0 coordinates (RA & DEC), ACS@HST V and I magnitudes (Sarajedini, private communication) , heliocentric radial velocity (RV H ), T eff , log(g), micro-turbulence velocity (v t ), and metallicity ([Fe/H]). The determination of the atmospheric parameters is discussed in the next section.
Abundance analysis
The chemical abundances for Mg, Si, Ca, Ti, Cr, Fe, and Ni were obtained using the equivalent widths (EQWs) method. See Marino et al. (2008) for a more detailed explanation of the method we used to measure the EQWs. For the other elements (O, Na, Al, Sc, V, Mn, Co, Cu, Zn, Y, Zr, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Dy, Pb), whose lines are affected by blending, we used the spectrum-synthesis method. For this purpose we calculated 5 synthetic spectra having different abundances, and estimated the best-fitting value as the one that minimizes the r.m.s. scatter. Si presents few features in the spectrum, so in this case abundances derived from the EQWs were cross-checked with the spectral synthesis method in order to obtain more accurate measurements. Only lines not contaminated by telluric features were used.
Initial atmospheric parameters were obtained in the following way. First, T eff was derived from the V-I color using the relation of Alonso et al. (1999) and the reddening (E(B-V)=0.20) from Harris (1996) . Surface gravities (log(g)) were obtained from the canonical equation:
where the mass M/M ⊙ was assumed to be 0.8 M ⊙ , and the luminosity L/L ⊙ was obtained from the absolute magnitude M V assuming an apparent distance modulus of (m-M) V =17.25 (Harris 1996) . The bolometric correction (BC) was derived by adopting the relation BC-T eff from Alonso et al. (1999) . Finally, micro-turbulence velocity (v t ) was obtained from the relation of Marino et al. (2008) . These atmospheric parameters were considered as initial estimates and were refined during the abundance analysis. As a first step, atmospheric models were calculated using ATLAS9 (Kurucz 1970) assuming the initial estimate of T eff , log(g), and v t , and the [Fe/H] value from Harris (1996) ([Fe/H]=-1.68). Then T eff , v t , and log(g) were adjusted and new atmospheric models calculated in an interactive way in order to remove trends in Excitation Potential (E.P.) and equivalent width vs. abundance for T eff and v t respectively, and to satisfy the ionization equilibrium for log(g). FeI and FeII were used for this latter purpose. The [Fe/H] value of the model was changed at each iteration according to the output of the abundance Table 1 Basic parameters of the observed stars. analysis. The Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) program MOOG (Sneden 1973 ) was used for the abundance analysis. Na is known to be affected by departure from LTE, so we applied the Mashonkina et al. (2000) NLTE correction to our Na abundances. Due to the small T eff range covered by our stars, we decided to apply a mean correction of -0.20 dex to all the stars. The linelist is that used in previous papers (e.g. ), so we refer to those articles for detailed discussion about this point. The adopted solar abundances we used are reported in Tab. 2 and agree well with those given by Grevesse & Sauval (1998) .
Apart from elements already measured in our previous papers, here we added Sc (5684Å line), V (6275 and 6285Å lines), Mn (5420Å line), Co (5248Å line), Cu (5218Å line), Zn (4811Å line), La (5123Å line), Ce (5274Å line), Pr (4497Å line), Nd (5320Å line), Sm (4499Å line), Dy (5170 A line), Pb (4058Å line). We could measure Al only for the star Ru 1614 . For the other targets we give upper limits. Element abundances are reported in Tab. 2 and Fig. 2 .
A detailed internal error analysis was performed by varying T eff , log(g), [Fe/H] , and v t and redetermining abundances of star #Ru 1951 , assumed to represent the entire sample. Parameters were varied by ∆T eff =+30 K, ∆log(g)=+0.09, ∆[Fe/H]=+0.05 dex, and ∆v t =+0.03 km/s. This estimation of the internal errors for atmospheric parameters was performed as in Marino et al. (2008) . Results are shown in Tab. 3, including the error due to the noise of the spectra. This error was obtained for elements whose abundance was obtained by EQWs, as the average value of the errors of the mean given by MOOG, and for elements whose abundance was obtained by spectrum-synthesis, as the error given by the fitting procedure. σ tot is the squared sum of the single errors, while σ obs is the mean observed dispersion. The agreement between the two values is well within 3σ for all elements, indicating that there is no evidence for chemical inhomogeneity for the 9 giants studied in Ruprecht 106. This is our principle finding. Only for Ce we have a 3σ difference, while for Sm σ tot differs from σ obs by 6σ and is larger. This suggests some overestimation of the internal error.
Results and comparison with literature
In the following sections, we will discuss in detail our results. In addition, we will compare them with the literature, and specifically with Buonanno et al. (1990) , Sarajedini & Layden (1997 ), Da Costa et al. (1992 , Francois et al. (1997) , Brown et al. (1997) , Dotter et al. (2011) . The first two give a photometric metallicity, while the third and the fourth give a spectroscopic metallicity using low-resolution spectra. Da Costa et al. (1992) use the Ca triplet method, while Francois et al. (1997) use a global-fitting of the 4780÷5300Å region including all the spectral lines. The fifth gives a metallicity based on highresolution spectra including [Fe/H] and [O/Fe] . Buonanno et al. (1990) and Dotter et al. (2011) Table 2 are solar scaled or slightly underabundant. If we use Mg, Si, Ca, and Ti to estimate a mean α-element value (O will be treated separately) we obtain:
We conclude that the cluster is solar-scaled as far as α-elements are concerned, in agreement with Brown et al. (1997) , and at odds with all the other Galactic GCs of low metallicity. However this behavior is common among extragalactic objects. We will further discuss α and iron-peak elements in section 7.
Our results permit us also to explain the disagreement of metallicities in the literature. Many authors (Buonanno et al. 1990 Francois et al. 1997, [Fe/H] =-1.9) who obtained a metallicity based on photometry (slope and/or color of the RGB) or lowresolution spectroscopy (Ca triplet or comparison with low-resolution synthetic spectra) implicitly assumed a typical halo alpha-enhancement, as in all other Galactic GCs. This fact led them to underestimate the cluster metallicity because Ruprecht 106 simply is not α-enhanced, so, for a given metallicity ([Fe/H]) the RGB-slope is larger or low resolution spectra are apparently more metal-poor (e.g. the EQW of the Ca triplet is smaller) with respect to any other GC with similar iron content. Brown et al. (1997) 
Neutron-capture elements
We measured neutron-capture elements from Y to Pb. They are produced through the capture of a neutron by a iron-peak seed nucleus. Once captured, the neutron decays into a proton, and a new nucleus with higher atomic number is formed. The capture can is considered slow if the timescale for the neutron capture is large compared to the timescale of the nuclear decay. In this case we have the s-process. In the case that the neutron capture is rapid compared with the timescale of the decay, we have the r-process. The distribution of neutron-capture elements is different in the two cases, and a study of their relative abundance gives information on the relative importance of the two processes on the contamination of the gas the cluster was formed from. Because the s-process happens in low-mass AGB stars (1.5-3 M ⊙ , Busso et al. 2001) , intermediate mass AGB stars (4-8 M ⊙ , Karakas & Lattanzio 2007) , and possibly also in massive stars (M>20 M ⊙ , Pignatari et al. 2008) , while the r-process most probably occurs in SNeII explosions, abundances of neutron-capture elements tell us how these kind of stars contributed to the formation of the cluster. For this purpose in Fig. 3 we plotted the abundance of Ba, La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Dy, and Pb. On our data we superposed the two abundance curves of the pure s (dashed black line) and r (continuous black line) process taken from Sneden et al. (2008) . Ba and Pb were used to set the zero-point of the pure s and pure r process curves (see below), while La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, and Dy are those elements more sensitive to the s and r processes. The Ce abundance does not follow any curve in Fig. 3 , probably because of some non-negligible systematic error in our abundance estimation for this element, so we decided not to use it in our investigation. The two curves were shifted in the y direction in order to match the Ba and Pb abundances that are the same for the two processes. Abundances of the other elements are in between the two curves and the best fitting line (the blue continuous line) indicates that r-process contributed 66% and s-process 34% to the cluster abundances. This result is confirmed by the mean logǫ(La/Eu) of the cluster, that is: logǫ(La/Eu)=0.65±0.02
According to Roederer et al. (2009, Fig. 4) , this corresponds to a contribution of 71% from the r-process. We can summarize these results by estimating that r-process contributed a 68.5±2.5% and s-process a 31.5±2.5% to the contamination of the primordial gas the cluster was formed from. Brown et al. (1997) . See text for more details.
(σ obs ) both for O and Na. This is true also for the other elements. This confirms our initial hypothesis that Ruprecht 106 is the first example of a single population GC, although it is possible that nature has conspired against us and we simply did not detect a true spread. See below for further discussion of this point. Recall that the Na-O anticorrelation has been used to define a GC (Carretta et al. 2009 ), so its absence in Ruprecht 106 is of particular importance. However Fig. 4 has several other interesting implications. First of all Ruprecht 106 occupies a totally unique position in this diagram (see Sec-tion 7 for further discussion). In addition, among Galactic GCs at least two distinct Na-O anticorrelations appear, that are plotted as red lines. One is O-richer (continuous line) and represented by the trend of the stars in M4 and M22, while the other is O-poorer (dashed line) and represented by the trend of the stars in NGC 1851 and NGC2808. This fact can be explained by the α-enhancement a cluster was formed with and remembering that O is an α element too. If first generation stars in a cluster were born relatively O-poor (with respect to the continuous line of Fig. 4 ), second generation stars will also share the same chemical behavior.
As an example, NGC 1851 and M4 have a difference in their α-enhancement of 0.07 dex (as defined by the mean abundance of Si and Ca), while the difference between their O content is ∼0.1 dex among the entire Na-O anticorrelation. So the O content of second generation stars does not depend only on the internal chemical evolution of the clusters, but also on the primordial O abundance of the progenitor cloud.
Old LMC clusters also follow the general Galactic trend, but this is not the case for intermediate- In Fig. 4 Carretta et al. (2009) found that ∼30-40% of stars now remaining in a GC belong to the first generation. We observed 9 stars and all belong to it. So the probability that we have missed the second population is:
This probability is low enough to confidently state that we did not miss any cluster subpopulation. This would be true (however not in as clear a way) also if our stars had belonged to the second generation, for which we would obtain P=2%. However, we recognize that our sample is still small, especially compared to the samples generally used to define the Na-O anticorrelation often with >100 stars. Spectra of additional stars in Ruprecht 106 would be most welcome.
Another relevant piece of evidence comes from the HB. It has a dispersion in color of ∼0.2 mag (see Fig. 1 ). According to Caloi & D'Antona (2011) a dispersion of 0.3 mag or lower is an indication that no multiple populations are present in a cluster. So this fact further reinforces our main result.
The last possibility could be that Rup 106 represents one of those first generation-mainly clusters, where a second generation is present but not dominant (Caloi & D'Antona 2011) . However in this case we should still see a HB extended to the blue because second generation HB stars populate a hotter and bluer HB part than first generation stars as discussed in the introduction. In Rup 106 this would correspond to HB stars with (V-I)<0.5 (see Fig. 1 ), where no stars at all are present. On the other hand the chances that Rup 106 is such an object are decreased by the fact that first generation-mainly clusters are assumed to not have filled their tidal radius and thus did not lose many first generation stars. However, odds with this, Rup 106 is known to be a tidally-filling cluster (Baumgardt et al. 2011 ). In conclusion, the evidence strongly points to Rup 106 asa first generation only cluster.
Considering the above factors, we conclude that it is very likely that Ruprecht 106 is the first confirmed example of a single population, globular cluster.
What about other possible candidates? One is Palomar 3. Caloi & D'Antona (2011) suggested it as a single population cluster based on its HB, that has a color spread of 0.25 mag (see their Fig.  2 ). For Ruprecht 106 instead we found a value ≤0.20 mag (see Fig. 1 ). On the spectroscopic side, Kock et al. (2009) found that the observed Na spread in Palomar 3 slightly exceeds that expected from theoretical errors and is not accompanied by a spread in O. This is not surprising because Palomar 3 stars are located in a region of the Na-O anticorrelation where little or no O variation is expected. In our opinion, these results together suggest that Palomar 3 has a small but real spread in light elements, and it is therefore probably not an example of a single population GC. In addition only 4 stars have been observed at high resolution. On the other hand, NGC 1783 and Terzan 7 have a dispersion in Na of 0.10 and 0.12 dex respectively, larger then Ruprecht 106, but that could be due to larger internal errors. So they could be single population GCs. In any case for these three clusters further investigation is required to reveal their nature. Obviously, it is of interest to observe other possible candidate single-population GCs.
We finally note that these candidates are extragalactic or, in the case of Palomar 3, probably have an extragalactic origin (Caloi & D'Antona 2011) . This is true also for Ruprecht 106 (see next section). A possible reason could be that all low mass single population Galactic GC were destroyed due to the tidal interaction with the Milky Way, or simply they did not form at all. However, most low mass GCs have not been adequately investigated yet.
Additional photometric evidence
It now well known that the U filter is able to disentagle multiple populations along the RGB of Globular Clusters (Marino et al. 2008 ; This data-set has the widest optical wavelength coverage for Ruprecht 106 available, and it is ideal to study the detailed shape of the Red Giant Branch. The night was photometric according to the weather report from ESO La Silla, with an average seeing of 0.8 arcsec in the V passbands. Exposures range from 30 to 900 in U, B, V, and R. The cluster was also observed in I, but the images show significant fringing, which made it impossible to extract good photometry. Only the north-east portion of the cluster was surveyed. After pre-reduction (bias and flat-field corrections) images have been reduced using the DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR routines. SUSI2 has two detectors, which have been separated and reduced individually. The two extracted catalogs have then been merged. To tie the instrumental photometry to the standard system we used the average zeropoints and color terms reported in the website of the instrument.
3 .
In Fig. 5 we present a zoom on the RGB region in 2 different color combinations: V vs. U-R in the upper panel, and V vs. B-R in the lower, to maximize the color range of the stars. The V vs. B-R combination was included as a reference only, because colors other than U are not as sensitive to chemical inhomogeneities. We use the metallicity derived in this paper to fit the star distribution with theoretical isochrones (red lines) from the Padova database (Marigo et al. 2008) . We find that the best-fitting parameters are an age of 12 Gyrs, a reddening E(B-V) =0.19, and an apparent distance modulus (m-M) V = 17.20 mag. Both reddening and distance modulus are in good agreement with the literature value.
3 http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/lasilla/ Color-coded in blue is the region where bonafine RGB stars are located. Lacking any quantitative membership, these have been selected as the RGB stars lying within the cluster core region (core radius=1.0 arcmin, Harris 1996) . Photometric errors, in magnitude and color, are also indicated with error-bars color-coded in black. To investigate a possible intrinsic photometric spread in the RGB, we compared its observed color scatter with the natural width expected from considering the photometric errors only. These are calculated as
depending on the CMD. As for the observed color scatter at a given V, we simply consider the difference in color ∆(B − R), and ∆(U − R) between the two most separated stars in the RGB at about the same V. This is because the RGB is not very rich, and therefore any other statistical calculation would be not robust. The results for 4 different V magnitudes are reported directly in the figure as σ/∆ with their errors. Apart from the value at V = 17, where no RGB stars are located, the ratios are compatible with 1 within the errors, indicating that the RGB is not wider than the amount expected from photometric errors only. We therefore conclude that this photometric dataset supports the spectroscopic result that no significant spread exists among Ruprecht 106 RGB stars.
We can further compare our (U-R) vs. V CMD with that for M4 (Marino et al. 2008, (U-B) vs U, Fig. 11 ). M4 has a very broad RGB with a spread of ∼0.2 mag. in color. At odds with this, the Rup 106 RGB spread is only 0.1 mag. Because M4 has one of the lowest Na-O spreads among GCs (Carretta et al. 2009 ), we conclude that this photometry further supports our spectroscopic result.
Comparison with Galactic and extragalactic environments
The position of Ruprecht 106 stars in Fig. 4 is extraordinary. They do not fit any Na-O trend defined by Galactic GC. This is an indication that Ruprecht 106 has an extragalactic origin. In order to investigate this point more deeply, we compare our results with Galactic and extragalactic environments. For this purpose, we plotted in Fig. 6 data for Galactic GCs (Carretta et al. 2009 , open black circles) to trace the Na-O trend for the Galactic Halo. In addition we added data for the LMC field and cluster stars (Johnson et al. 2006; Pompeia et al. 2008; Mucciarelli et al. 2008 Mucciarelli et al. , 2009 , green filled circles), Sagittarius dwarf galaxy field and cluster stars (Sbordone et al. 2007 , filled blue squares), the Draco, Sextans, and Ursa Minor dwarf galaxy field stars (Shetrone et al. 2001 , filled cyan triangles). The continuous red line indicates the mean trend for a Galactic GCs. The main result is that, while the area occupied by the Galactic stars is common also to the extragalactic objects, there is a region occupied only by extragalactic stars, indicated by the shaded region, that are more Na-poor with respect to the Galactic Halo. Ruprecht 106 (the filled black circle) lies at the opposite extreme of this area, and because of this it can be considered with high confidence an extragalactic object.
Additional support for an extragalactic origin comes from Finally in Fig. 8 we compare the Ni and Cu content of Rup 106 with Galactic and extragalactic stars. Literature sources are those discussed above. Solar-scaled abundances are shown as continuous black lines for reference. As far as Ni is concerned, Galactic stars follow a solar-scaled trend with a large spread for [Fe/H]<-2. On the other hand, extragalactic objects are solar scaled below [Fe/H]=-1.5. Then they start to deviate, reaching [Ni/Fe]∼-0.5 for solar metallicity. Rup 106 is located at the metallicity where the deviation starts, but below the Galactic trend and fully compatible with extragalactic targets.
As for Cu, Galactic stars follow a solar scaled trend down to [Fe/H]∼-0.9. Below that metallicity they drop to [Cu/Fe]∼-0.4. Extragalactic targets are more Cu poor on average with <[Cu/Fe]>∼-0.6 regardless of the iron content. Although the number of Galactic stars at the metallicity of Ruprecht 106 is very small, our cluster is again located below the Galactic trend and fully compatible with extragalactic targets, once again pointing to an extragalactic origin.
It is of course very difficult to say where Ruprecht 106 comes from. It was suggested initially to be part of the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (Bellazzini et al. 2003) , but Law & Majewski (2010) discarded this hypothesis because it does not belong to any possible stream of this system, so we regard its exact origin as an open question, but an extragalactic formation is strongly favoured by our data.
Summary and conclusions
In this paper we present detailed chemical abundances of red giants in the globular cluster Ruprecht 106. We studied 29 elements from C to Pb, including light, α, iron-peak, and neutroncapture. Our main aim was to investigate if Ruprecht 106 is a single population GC. All GCs studied up to now show some spread in their chemical abundances. There are a few examples where no spread was found, but those results are doubtful due to the small sample of stars observed and to the lack of an accurate error analysis. We analyzed 9 member stars and performed an accurate error abundance analysis. We found that the observed spread in all elements, in particular Na and O, is totally within the measurement errors. We calculated also a negligible probability of having missed stars with an intrinsic difference in their chemical content with respect to our targets given the nominal ratio of first to second generation stars. This is also confirmed by the small color spread of the HB. No intrinsic abundance spread is present in this GC in any element. Although our sample is still relatively small and more observations would be of great interest, our evidence strongly suggests that Ruprecht 106 is the first genuine old, massive GC with only a single population.
In addition, we could establish the following: • Ruprecht 106 has [Fe/H]∼-1.5 and [α/Fe]∼0.0. This solves the disagreement in the literature between metallicity measurements based on photometry or low resolution spectroscopy and those based on high resolution spectroscopy.
• Its neutron-capture element abundances point toward a contamination of the gas the cluster was formed from by both the s and r processes. The contamination fraction is ∼30% and 70% respectively.
• NGC 1783, Terzan 7, and Palomar 3 are candidate single population GCs. Available data are uncertain and new more accurate studies are required to confirm their nature.
• Na/O, α, and iron-peak abundances clearly point toward an extragalactic origin of the cluster. No progenitor galaxy or stream have been clearly identified yet.
Ruprecht 106 has a present day mass of M=10 4.83 M ⊙ . This is not its initial mass because it lost a fraction of its stars due to internal precesses and to interaction with the Milky Way. A determination of the initial mass would require the knowledge of its orbit and a detailed dynamical simulation. This is beyond the scope of this paper. In any case we can fix M=10
4.83 M ⊙ as a lower limit for the initial mass threshold below which no ejecta are retained by the gravitational potential of a cluster and no second generation of stars is formed. Note that NGC 6838, one of the Carretta et al. (2009) sample clusters, has a present day mass of M=10 4.30 M ⊙ , much less than that of Ruprecht 106, but shows a real Na-O spread. We hypothesize that NGC 6838 was originally more massive than Ruprecht 106, but subsequently lost more mass. 
